Artistic ascension,
Clarity like never before,
HD, Blue-Ray, 3D-
What's next?
Where to, now?

What's coming?
That dream…
That transition
Everyone, or maybe just a select few,
Talks about,

To be found in
The lightness of your mind, your real soul’s power,
To shed like a snakeskin
The total insanity of the modern life of man,
Just how will all of this work?

Harmonic Convergence.
The third note that completes.

Quetzalcoatl serpent guides
But how did the prophets receive the future?
How was this divine of all divine messages delivered?

Back to the garden…
We were always on our way,
Home in the Hostas
The happy host of green.

Hold onto it sweetly,
This is true love,
Ride those ripples of an ancient warm wind,
Come to greet you in real-time
Or needless time, now.

And at night you have the stars
Or maybe you are the stars…
You’re finally, really and truly
Unmistakably,
In the dream.